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Health Co‐Inquiry WebCrawler Guidebook
This is a guide and set of instructions to accompany the 2018 Health Co‐Inquiry WebCrawler.
The primary purpose of the WebCrawler is to search URLs related to chronic health conditions.
WebCrawler activity yields frequency data about the total number of words, number of health‐related
terms, global health terms, and condition‐specific words that appear on those pages. In addition, the
WebCrawler produces a graph to show links to the original “seed” URL. The inclusion criteria for a URL
are that it must have more than 40 characters.
The next page of this Guidebook is a single‐page, poster‐style summary of the Health Co‐Inquiry
Project. Please, study it carefully to comprehend the nature of this research study.
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Online Health Support: Activating Health Co-Inquiry
In Health Co-Inquiry
Co Inquiry, persons with health conditions
conditions, their caregivers
caregivers, and their providers collaborate toward positive outcomes (Seifert,
(Seifert 2015).
2015) As
mentioned previously, part of the collaborative endeavor is person activation, and the internet can play a vital role. For example, persons with a cancer
diagnosis who self-reported seeking support online also acknowledged that the greatest benefit of their health-related internet use was to equip them
with knowledge (Seckin, 2011). For family caregivers of persons with pediatric cancer, Coulson and Greenwood (2011) found that the highest levels of
perceived support from online activity were related to information gathering and emotional buttressing (see also, Cutrona & Suhr, 1992). So, caregivers,
too, can be activated toward and report benefits from internet use.
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use of the worldwide web has increased from fewer than 500 million people in 2000 to more than 3 billion in 2016 . As Oh and Lee (2012) have
observed, the rapid expansion of internet use globally has enhanced access to information about disease and health management In the 21st century,
This can foster patient activation and aid the cooperative endeavor between patient/clients, their caregivers, and their health and mental health
providers. One factor that seems to predict patient/client participation in health support online is an “intrinsic health orientation” (i.e., wanting health
information and seeking prevention; Dutta & Feng, 2007, p. 181). Being at risk for, or being diagnosed with, a particular health condition seems to
further predict an increase in seeking online support and information relevant to that condition (Dutta & Feng, 2007).
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Using Online Resources in Health Co‐Inquiry:
A Bifurcated Method for Analyzing Stakeholder Narrative
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Figure 1
Big Data Enter the
Feedback Loop in
Management of Chronic
Health Conditions

Abstract
Foreground. With rapid growth of the internet in recent years, it has become an important but little used source of qualitative data about the
experiences of stakeholders in management of chronic health conditions. We developed a bifurcated method to better utilize online information
posted by patients/clients, caregivers, and health providers. Our technique may clarify our understanding of stakeholders in Health Co-Inquiry.
Health Co-Inquiry is a process whereby stakeholders in management of chronic conditions collaborate, with efforts toward stakeholder activation,
person-centeredness evidence-based practice
person-centeredness,
practice, and integrated care
care. With dramatic growth of internet use by the general population in the new
millennium, stakeholders in management of chronic conditions may be using the internet more to seek information, share advice, and give or find
support and services. Thus, the internet can be an important tool. In the current, grant-funded project, our bifurcated method included: (1) thematic
analysis of narratives from publicly available blogs/websites related to chronic conditions, and (2) development of a computer program that crawls
the same websites (URLs) to locate and count the frequencies of general health terms and condition-specific terms and provide pictorial
representations of the relative frequencies of those terms and of the networks of links between URLs. One goal is to compare results from the two
branches of the bifurcated method to find convergent and divergent results. Safeguards include removing stakeholder monikers from quoted
material, using only publicly available sites, never posting on sites from which we derived data, and obtaining IRB approval.
Background
Managing chronic health conditions is a worldwide challenge, with tremendous suffering and expense being sustained (e.g., in days lost to
disability, caregiver time and energy, treatment costs, and health and mental health provider effort; World Health Organization, 2001). Typically,
such conditions involve health changes and management over a long period of time (WHO, 2014). So, planning, action, and evaluation of actions
are essential for p
patient well-being.
g Some negative
g
outcomes might
g be p
prevented when communication and collaboration improve
p
between
patients, caregivers, and health and mental health providers (International Collaboration for Participatory Health Research, 2016). In the most
preferred models of fully integrated care, patients and caregivers are equal participants in information gathering, evaluation, planning and
implementation of care plans (Frerichs, Lich, Dave, & Corbie-Smith, 2016). Health Co-Inquiry (Seifert, 2015) is a highly cooperative and multimethod approach. It includes stakeholder activation, person-centeredness, evidence-based practice, integrated care, and openness to subjective,
as well as objective inquiry. Through Health Co-Inquiry, stakeholder collaboration can lead to improved outcomes.
Person Activation in Chronic Health Conditions
[In healthcare, the person with a health condition is generally referred to as a “patient”, and in mental health practice, s/he is called a “client”. So,
here we will refer to the individual as a patient/client in order to honor each discipline’s preferred term.]
An essential concept in the management of chronic health conditions is patient/client activation, or more broadly, “person activation”. All
stakeholders who are involved in chronic illness can benefit from being activated toward cooperation
cooperation, collaboration
collaboration, and positive outcomes
outcomes. For all
stakeholders, gleaning relevant knowledge and skills, comprehending a particular person’s predicament, and working for prevention, good
treatments (when they are necessary), and competent health management are fundamental (e.g., Davis, Schoenbaum, & Audet, 2005). Traits of an
activated person include seeking information, looking for help, and engaging in healthful thoughts and behaviors (Hibbard & Tusler, 2007).
Presumably, the same sorts of activation might benefit caregivers and providers, too, and when all stakeholders are activated toward cooperation
and positive outcomes, they can work together to achieve compromises.
Person-Centered Practices in Health Management
Collaborating toward compromises is vital to Health Co-Inquiry. A vibrant concept in healthcare today, person-centeredness originated in the field of
psychology (Rogers, 1951). Yet, it is now in use in many fields and disciplines. Essentially, a person-centered approach takes into account the
wants and needs of the individual, and while it is typically associated with the wants and needs of the patient/client in mental health and health care
practice,, a Health Co-Inquiry
p
q y approach
pp
also links it to the wants and needs of other stakeholders,, like caregivers
g
and p
providers. When “reciprocal
p
person-centeredness” is observed, each stakeholder can feel free to communicate about her or his wishes and needs in an open and accepting
exchange—fostering mutuality and balance (Seifert, Flaherty, & Trill, 2013; Vaillot, 1966).
Evidence-Based Practice in Chronic Health Conditions
Having access to expertise and knowing the extant literature related to a specific health condition is absolutely necessary in the context of
managing chronic illness. Usually, one’s health or mental health provider is presumed to be the access point to such expertise. However, in Health
Co-Inquiry, each stakeholder is highly regarded for his or her expertise, i.e., what knowledge the stakeholder brings to collaborative inquiry that is
relevant to managing the chronic health condition. For example, a provider might know about the newest, approved treatments, a caregiver might
have insights about what is possible within the patient’s/client’s ecology, and the person with the chronic condition might be aware of subtle
nuances that are very individualized (e.g., personal habits and preferences). So, each stakeholder brings a kind of expertise that can be shared
during treatment planning and evaluation. Each stakeholder’s unique vantage should be treated as an advantage…as another piece of the puzzle,
which might lead the collaborative team to assemble the whole thing.
Fully Integrated Care in Chronic Illness
As a fourth component of Health Co-Inquiry, integrated care fits the spirit of the foregoing concepts and practices. The best models of integrated
care include descriptions of stakeholder activation, person-centeredness, and evidence-based practices, while incorporating expertise across
different types of providers (e.g., physicians, mental health professionals) in order to optimize patient/client outcomes (Jones & Ku, 2015).

**Co‐researchers conducted searches using the 4 search engines listed in the “Bifurcated Method”. Duplicates
were removed yielding a list of URLs for a given condition that was vetted by visiting each site to assure that it
was a forum, newsgroup, or informational page that was accessible without a membership/password.
/
If a
person could enter as a guest on more than one occasion, then the URL was included. If one was required to
sign in to the URL with a member ID, then the URL was excluded. A website had to be English‐language‐based
with postings by patients, caregivers, family/friends of patients, health providers, and/or mental health
providers in order to be included.
About the global and condition‐specific dictionaries, they were created by accessing our institutional library’s
database for books and eBooks (OhioLink; a database that provides access to books from around the globe
through a lending network of Ohio, USA, public, private, and university libraries). Using the condition name as a
search term, the first ten books for which we could access tables of contents were used. In the case of the
global dictionary (which is applied to all health conditions) the search term was “chronic illness”, but the
investigators also added terms to the global dictionary at their discretion, based on their knowledge of chronic
health conditions. During the creation of all dictionaries, content words from the table of contents for each
book were added to the dictionary for that condition. Duplicates were removed, and all efforts were made to
represent a term with all possible spellings (e.g., beta amyloid, amyloid amyloid, etc.) so that the
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Logging In to the WebCrawler (June‐2018)
At Malone University, we use the National Science Foundation (NSF) Applications main page in order to
log‐in to the Health Co‐Inquiry Project.
If you are from Malone University, you may click the Malone University logo in order to proceed; if you
are not, then type in your institution’s name.
Login using your institutional user name and password.
At any time, you may click “Options” in the upper right, in order to look at tasks, available files, or to get
back to the NSF Applications page.
Once you have done this, you will see the project options that are available to you. As of June‐2018, the
project option for this WebCrawler is just one: the Health Co‐Inquiry Project.
The “Main Page” or “Front Page”
What follows are screen shots of the WebCrawler’s Main Page (Front Page). In order to change
the appearance of the page so that it is black text on a white background with colors enables, go to the
bottom right and click the button the “Toggle inverted colors”.
Below is a screen shot of the Main Page (or front page) of the health Co‐Inquiry WebCrawler. In
this view, the left‐most tab at the top of the central box (called the “Big Data Box”) has been clicked to
show “URL results”. Notice that the Big Data Box lists data for all URLs selected in the “Seed URL Box” to
the left of the central box. [As will be described in more detail below, condition specific and global
dictionary terms can be selected or de‐selected, as well as URLs.]
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On the Main Page, there are some important features of which to take note:
Condition Selection Box: on the upper left side, this box permits the user to select a specific chronic
health condition for data collection
ADVISORY: Before adding Seed URLs for a selected condition or topic, add all dictionary terms (global
and condition specific). The system requires much less time to add dictionary terms than to add Seed
URLs. This is because adding a Seed URL required the WebCrawler to go to that URL and to search it for
links, calculate word frequencies of dictionary terms, and yield search output.
Seed URL Box: below the Condition Selection Box on the left side of the Main Page, this box allows the
user to look at what seed URLs are available in the WebCrawler for the selected condition. Note that the
availability of seed URLs is contingent upon whether they have been entered into the system, a task for
which ONLY Health Co‐Inquiry Co‐PIs and the WebCrawler programmer have clearance.
The Seed URL Box shows available, searchable seed URLs. Any user can click the “edit” button
that is immediately to the right of the Seed URL Box. Check or un‐check URLs in order to select specific
ones for evaluation.
A Seed URL is a “parent” for the two tiers of URLs that are derived from the WebCrawler search.
Seed URLs are specified by the researchers, determined through our method of using 4 search engines
(GoogleTM, AskTM, YahooTMand BingTM) to find websites that are related to one or more search terms
(with a search term being specified by the topic under study, e.g., Alzheimer’s disease, diseases of the
lung, stroke, or other). Seed URLs are entered into the WebCrawler for a given Health Condition or topic.
Those Seed URLs are then searched by the WebCrawler. Currently, the WebCrawler “goes out” two tiers
to find children of the Seed URLs (i.e., sites that are accessed via links at the Seed URL) and
grandchildren of the Seed URLs (i.e., children of the Seed URLs children).
ADVISORY: Note that the oversight institution for the WebCrawler sometimes turns off this function,
because it can hang up the crawler. As of this writing, the function is working and is turned on (June‐
2018).
Condition Specific Dictionary: below the Seed URL Box on the left side of the Main Page, this box’s
contents will change, depending on what condition has been selected in the Condition Selection Box
(above). For those who have administrative privileges, cut and paste a list of dictionary terms from a
Word document by using the find ^p and replace $$ function in Word. It will replace all hard returns
within your list of dictionary terms in Word with $$. This should allow you to cut and paste the entire list
of terms into the “add” box in the edit menu for the dictionary. The WebCrawler will tell you whether
the terms have been added successfully. Click “OK” in the information box. Then, scroll down and click
“Accept”. This should take you back to the main page, and when you refresh the main page, the
dictionary terms should appear in the dictionary.
Global Dictionary: below the “Condition Specific Dictionary” on the left side of the Main Page, this is a
list of terms that relate to chronic illness and chronic health conditions. Every time a specific condition’s
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URLs are searched, the global dictionary is applied in order to filter the terms and show their
frequencies. Users should not edit the Global Dictionary; it is a pre‐determined list that was generated
using a specified method (see p. 3 of this Guidebook). Use the cut and paste instructions that are above
(in the section on the Condition Specific Dictionary) in order to add global dictionary terms (for those
who have administrative privileges).
Crawler Specified Dictionary Term: any word that is present in one or more WebCrawler Dictionaries
(Global and/or Condition Specific).
Action Buttons for WebCrawling URLs:
a) Retrieve Crawl Data Button: below the Global Dictionary on the left side of the Main Page,
users may ask the WebCrawler to retrieve data for the given condition and seed URLs that s/he has
selected (instructions, as above).
b) Get URLs with Highest Scores Button: below the Retrieve Crawl Data Button on the lower left
of the Main Page. The default webcrawl finds the TOP scoring URLs (among all those which have been
found by the WebCrawler]. To the left of the Get URLs with Highest Scores Button is a box to specify
how many of the highest scoring URLs one wants to retrieve. The default is to get the 50 highest scoring
URLs, but a user can change that number to get a different quantity.
ADVISORY: A user must click on one of the above two buttons to Retrieve Crawl Data or to get URLS
with Highest Scores before trying to Export Data to a spreadsheet via the button at the bottom, center
of the main page.
Export Data Button: at the bottom center of the Main Page, once the WebCrawler has completed a
crawl and loaded the Main Page with data (e.g., in the scores and filter boxes, as described below), then
click the Export Data Button in order to export the evidence to an Excel spreadsheet.
Big Data Box: central to the main screen, this box is empty until one has selected a condition with seed
URLs and asked the WebCrawler to crawl. Once those actions have been taken, the WebCrawler
populates the “Big Data Box” with scores (e.g., how many dictionary words from the combined global
and condition specific dictionaries have been found for each URL, how many words [total] are at each
URL).
URL Results Tab: at the top left of the Big Data Box, it is also set as the default for the Big Data
Box. When a user clicks “Retrieve Crawl Data” or “Get URLs with Highest Scores” the URL view of those
data (with their scores) will be generated and shown in the Big Data Box. Click this tab after using one of
the other two tabs, in order to return to the URL scores.
URL Word Cloud Tab: center, top of the Big Data Box. Click this to see the relative frequencies of
all words among all the selected URLs. The size of each word in the cloud shows its frequency relative to
the other words in the cloud.
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Dictionary Word Cloud Tab: at the top right of the Big Data Box. Click this tab to see the relative
frequencies of global and condition specific dictionary terms among the selected URLs. The size of each
word in the cloud shows its frequency relative to the other words in the cloud.
Filter Frequency Box: on the right side of the screen, the Filter Frequency Box shows all global and
condition specific terms that appear on the crawled URLs. Next to each term is its frequency on the URLs
which have been crawled. The dictionary terms that show up in the Filter Frequency Box also show up in
the Dictionary Word Cloud (as above).
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Below is a screen shot of the Main Page (or front page) of the Health Co‐Inquiry WebCrawler. In
this view, the central tab at the top of the central box (called the “Big Data Box”) has been clicked to
show “URL Word Cloud” results. This indicates the relative frequencies of ALL words at the site. As
mentioned above, the size of each word shows its relative frequency (with more frequent words being
larger).
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Below is a screen shot of the Main Page (or front page) of the health Co‐Inquiry WebCrawler. In
this view, the right‐most tab at the top of the central box (called the “Big Data Box”) has been clicked to
show “Dictionary Word Cloud” results. This indicates the relative frequencies of all global and condition
specific dictionary words at the site. As mentioned above, the size of each word shows its relative
frequency (with more frequent words being larger).
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The “Individual URL Page”

From the Main Page, a user can navigate to the “Individual URL Page” to get data for a specific
URL. Do this by going to the central Big Data Box on the Main Page. Choose a URL for further analysis
on the WebCrawler Main Page. Then, scroll across to the right of that individual URL. Click the “Extra”
button for that URL. This will navigate the user to the individual URL page for the chosen URL. There is
a screen shot of an individual URL page below.
In the view below, the “URL Text Tab” at the top left of the central box has been clicked. It shows the
text on the page at the URL.
Notice that the individual URL for which this page is retrieving and displaying data is indicated at the
top of the page. Click that web address to navigate out of the WebCrawler and to the actual individual
URL site.
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In the view below, the “URL Word Cloud” tab has been clicked to show the relative
frequencies of ALL words at this individual URL. The larger the word, the higher its frequency relative
to the others.
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In the view below, the “URL Dictionary Cloud” tab has been clicked to show the relative
frequencies of global and condition specific dictionary terms at this individual URL. The larger the
word, the higher its frequency relative to the others. The terms in the cloud also show up in the Filter
Frequency Box (right side).
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Below is another screen shot from the Individual URL Page. The “URL Connections” tab has
been clicked (top right of the central box).
Notice that the “URL Nodular Graph” (or “Node Diagram) on the Individual URL Page is shown in the
large central box. Sweep the cursor over the central node (which is also listed at the top of the page),
and the “Individual URL Data Box” (upper right corner of the central box) will populate with data for the
URL over which the cursor has swept. Nodes that appear as “faded” have a word frequency score of
zero, but are still shown in the “URL Nodular Graph” to make their relationships with other links visible.
ADVISORY: Note that the oversight institution for the WebCrawler sometimes turns off this function,
because it can hang up the crawler. As of this writing, the function is working and is turned on (June‐
2018).
The Filter Frequency Box (at the right side of the screen ) will not change if the user sweeps over other
nodules in the URL Nodular Graph, because the Filter Frequency Box on the Individual URL Page is
always dedicated to showing word frequency data for the URL that is listed at the top of the page.
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In order to get Filter Frequency Box scores for a URL other than the one that is at the top of the page,
the user should sweep over the URL in the URL Nodular Graph and click on it, or take the ID number
from the upper right box that is within the central box. Then, add that ID number into the web address
in the browser URL address at the topc of the screen (after deleting the existing ID number that is up
there).
Individual URL Data Box (within the central data box, upper right). Then, backspace to get rid of the ID
number for the URL currently being displayed on the Individual URL Page. Type the new ID number
(without the letter) into the web address at the top of the browser. Then, hit “Enter”. This should bring
up an Individual URL Page for the new URL, although this function currently freezes the program.
Filter Frequency Box: on the right side of the screen, the Filter Frequency Box shows all global and
condition specific terms that appear on the URL which is listed atop the Individual URL Page. Next to
each term is its frequency on the specified URL page. The displayed data are for all condition specific and
global dictionary terms that were selected by the user.
URL Text Tab: (in the central box at the top left). In order to read the text on the page at the URL listed
at the top of the Individual URL Page, click “URL text” at the top left of the central box. In order to be
displayed, the text at the URL must be more than 40 characters in length.
URL Word Cloud Tab: In order to see the relative frequencies of all words at the URL atop the Individual
URL Page, click the URL Word Cloud Tab (center, left atop the central box on the Individual URL Page)..
Words of higher relative frequency will appear larger; those of lower relative frequency will appear
smaller. This tab yields data about ALL words at the URL page, not just dictionary‐specific terms. Note:
There is an issue with special characters. For example, sometimes apostrophes show up as a little box
with a script C next to it which has 2 horizontal lines through it; likewise, Greek letters are not
represented correctly in word clouds.
Note that the WebCrawler sometimes hangs up on the URL Word Cloud function (but not on the
Dictionary URL Word Cloud). It is owing to the large numbers of words being counted when all words
(and not just dictionary terms) are counted. If the crawler has not produced a URL Word Cloud within 24
hours (via a check of the task page), then it probably will not be able to do so.
Dictionary URL Cloud Tab: To view only the relative frequencies of Crawler Specified Dictionary Terms
at the URL listed atop the Individual URL Page, click the Dictionary URL Cloud Tab (center, right atop the
central box on the Individual URL Page). Words from the Global and Condition Specific Dictionaries that
are present on the URL site will appear. Words of higher relative frequency will appear larger; those of
lower relative frequency will appear smaller. There is an issue with special characters. For example,
sometimes apostrophes show up as a little box with a script C next to it which has 2 horizontal lines
through it; likewise, Greek letters are not represented correctly in word clouds.
Click and unclick words in the Filter Frequency Box in order to put them into the word cloud or
take them out.
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URL Nodular “Node” Graph/Diagram: To generate a diagram of a URL and all of its links, click this tab. It
will produce a picture with “blossoms”. Each blossom represents a URL that is linked to the parent/seed
URL. The parent/seed URL is also included in this diagram. Hover over a blossom/node and click on it.
This will show you what URL it represents. The WebCrawler node graph function is limited to the first
500 links to a seed URL.
If you would like to save a picture of a word cloud or node graph, right click on the image and select
“Save Image”. This will allow you to save the image as a file (like a .jpg).
Note that the oversight institution for the WebCrawler sometimes turns off this function, because it can
hang up the crawler. As of this writing, the function is working and is turned on (June‐2018).
URL Connections Tab: To generate the URL Nodular Graph, click the URL Connections Tab at the top
right of the central box on the Individual URL Page. The URL Nodular Graph shows the seed URL (i.e.,
one of the URLs listed for a given condition on the WebCrawler Main Page. It also shows URLs that are
linked to the seed URL as nodules or “blossoms”. The size of each “blossom” can be linked to word
frequency scores or the number of links a URL has. (As above, see Score Button and Link Button).
Score Button: (under the URL text tab, top right, central box). Click the Score Button to make
the size of each “blossom” in the URL Nodular Graph represent the dictionary word frequency score for
the URL at the center of that blossom/nodule. Sweep over a specific URL to populate the Individual URL
Data Box (upper right of central box) with information about the score and links to that URL.
The “Score” for a URL is the word frequency count.
Links Button: (to the right of the Score Button, top right, central box). Click the Links Button to
make the size of each “blossom” in the URL Nodular Graph represent the number of links to the URL at
the center of that blossom/nodule. Sweep over a specific URL to populate the Individual URL Data Box
(upper right of central box) with information about the score and links to that URL.
The “Links Score” for a URL is the number of in‐ and out‐bound links for that URL.
Process Date Drop‐Down Menu: To the far right of the Individual URL Page, click a date to see the crawl
results for the specified URL on that date.
Export Data Button: (bottom, center of Individual URL Page) functions in the same way as the Export
Data Button on the Main Page. The importance of this button on the Individual URL Page is that it will
yield an Excel spreadsheet with one line of data: scores for the URL listed atop the Individual URL Page.
Thus, if a user wants to see scores for only one URL page and save them, the Export Data Button on the
Individual URL Page should be used.
Toggle Inverted Color Button: at bottom right on each page, use this button to change the screen to
have a white background.
Conducting Thematic Analyses of URL Narrative/Text
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The original Health Co‐Inquiry Team at Malone University (2016‐2017) includes a mental health
practitioner, medical provider, and a research methodologist in psychology/psychobiology, with each
holding a doctorate and with the former two maintaining licensure in their clinical fields (clinical
counseling and nursing, respectively). Four undergraduates in psychology, one graduate student in
clinical counseling, and two graduate students in nursing were added to the team during 2017.
Additional graduate students and undergraduates joined the team in 2018.
A linchpin of the Bifurcated Method (described earlier in this document) is the thematic analysis
of each health condition that is conducted by the Health Co‐Inquiry Team. The WebCrawler produces
frequency data for URLs regarding dictionary terms and their occurrences on those pages, but it is the
thematic analyses by Health Co‐Inquiry Project members that helps clarify how those terms interact at a
URL in order to represent themes in the narratives of those who post on the URLs. The process whereby
Health Co‐Inquiry Team members work to uncover themes is as follows:
1) A random number generator is used to create a list of 10 numbers. That list is used to select
just 10 URLs from among all the seed URLs for a specific chronic health condition. For information about
how search engines are used to create lists of seed URLs, see the Health Co‐Inquiry methods described
earlier in this document (i.e., on the page that looks like a single PowerPoint slide or “research poster”).
2) All researchers receive the list of 10 randomly selected URLs and each one (separately)
evaluates the URLs for the following:
a. What appears to be the purpose of this URL page?
b. For an individual blog/post, what appears to be its purpose(s)?
c. For the entire URL (if applicable) and/or for a given blog/post (as specified in b.,
above), what appear(s) to be the overt theme(s)?
d. For the entire URL (if applicable) and/or for a given blog/post (as specified in b.,
above), what appear(s) to be the underlying (not necessarily explicitly stated) theme(s)?
3) Each researcher creates a spreadsheet with his/her responses to Item #2 (above). Then,
spreadsheets are combined in order to show common and/or disparate points of view among the
researchers regarding the 10 URLs. It is the inductive analysis method of Hatch (2002) that is most
commonly used in our determination of themes. The researchers’ frames of analysis are individual
postings at a URL. However, they also consider the entire page when remarking in their individual
reflection spreadsheets (as when responding to the questions listed above). The WebCrawler
processes a URL by counting chunks of text that are more than 40 characters. Thus, tabs, navigation
trees, headings, and buttons (like the “reply” button for a blog post) will not be counted among the
word frequencies on the page if they are 40 or fewer characters. Thus, this presents a limitation of the
Bifurcated Method, as the researchers regard all words on a page when conducting their thematic
analyses—even headings, tabs, and action buttons. Given that the researchers are aware of the “40+
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character stipulation” on the crawler, they can pay attention to headings in order to discern whether
they are important indicators of themes.
Domains are stakeholder categories, e.g., patients/clients; caregivers, and health and mental
health providers. Researchers and agencies/organizations are other categories of stakeholders;
however, they rarely post personal narratives online. Instead, their posts are usually research articles or
descriptions of their (or other researchers’) work. An additional domain at which we have looked is
“apparent purpose of a post” (e.g., seeking information/support, giving information/support). Once we
have searched within domains, we work to determine the themes and relationships that exist within and
between domains.
Reference
Hatch, J.A. (2002). Doing qualitative research in education settings. Albany, NY: State University
of New York Press.

Limitations
Current WebCrawler limitations include:
1) that a user must be logged in to Malone and be on campus to use it;
2) that the WebCrawler cannot crawl URLs that rely on cookies, JAVAscript, or that re‐direct it beyond
one URL;
3) that the WebCrawler cannot “detect language” and may sometimes return data from non‐English
sites;
4) that the filter feature is “absolute” and “literal”. Dictionary terms are searched exactly as they are
typed (except for hyphens). Thus, “beta amyloid” and “amyloid” are counted separately by the
WebCrawler filter;
5) that the WebCrawler only filters seed URL data in the Big Data Box on the Main Page;
6) that the filtered words (Filter Frequency Box) on the Individual URL Page will not change when a user
sweeps over a new URL on the page in order to see its score. A user should PAY ATTENTION to what URL
is listed at the top of the Individual URL Page. This indicates what URL is being filtered over in the right
side. Even if a user sweeps over a URL in the node graph and clicks “score” (Score or Link Button) in
order to see the scores for that new URL, the new URL’s word frequencies won’t show up in the Filter
Frequency Box. A user would have to cut and paste the ID for the new URL into the browser (as the
suffix of the web address) in order to get filter (word frequency) data for that new URL.
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Screen Shots in Reverse Colors

Main Page: URL Results Tab is clicked.
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Main Page: URL Word Cloud Tab is clicked.
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Main Page: Dictionary Word Cloud Tab is clicked.
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Individual URL Page: URL Text Tab has been clicked.
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Individual URL Page: URL Word Cloud Tab has been clicked.
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Individual URL Page: Dictionary Word Cloud Tab has been clicked.
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Individual URL Page: URL Connections Tab has been clicked.
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Tasks and Job Completion Times
There are a number of tasks that the WebCrawler can complete. They include, retrieving crawl
data for selected URLs (see Main Page information, above), providing individual URL data (see Individual
URL Page information, above), and adding URLs and adding dictionary terms. None of these takes place
instantaneously. They are all tasks that modify the data base. As a result, they consume time.
When asking the WebCrawler to retrieve crawl data, to retrieve individual URL data, to add a
URL to the Main Page, or to add condition specific or global dictionary terms, the system might require
30 minutes or more to make changes to the WebCrawler.
Time on task for the system might be 30 minutes or more, depending on the extent to which the
request modifies the WebCrawler. For individual URL searches, if the system seems to get “hung up”, try
to refresh the browser, and make your request again, if it seems that the WebCrawler did not complete
the task. When adding URLs or dictionary terms, please, keep in mind that it might take 30 minutes per
term or URL. Adding URLs is a particularly cumbersome process for the system, because it must go
through and re‐calculate the relative positions of all URLs relative to the one that is being added.
ADVISORY: Before adding Seed URLs for a selected condition or topic, add all dictionary terms (global
and condition specific). The system requires much less time to add dictionary terms than to add Seed
URLs. This is because adding a Seed URL required the WebCrawler to go to that URL and to search it for
links, calculate word frequencies of dictionary terms, and yield search output.
Note that the oversight institution for the WebCrawler sometimes turns off this function, because it can
hang up the crawler. As of this writing, the function is working and is turned on (June‐2018).

